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Chapter U Director’s Corner
How to keep a Chapter Alive!
This article was submitted to the NY District Newsletter but in case you didn’t have time to read it, here it is
again, a little modified. Our “TEAM” is what makes our Chapter what it is!
It takes a team to keep a Chapter healthy and alive! It is hard to believe, but it has been four years since we
became the proud owners of a 1999 Gold Wing. Here is a little background on how this all came about. This
is information for our new members as some of you have heard this many times. As a “surprise” for Roger, I
took a motorcycle class and got my license. Mind you, I said I would never ride my own bike. Once I got my
license, the dye was cast. He went and bought me my first bike. Of course, I should have guessed this would
happen. However, after a near accident and one accident in which I broke my shoulder, I knew I was not
meant to pilot a bike but to be a co-rider. At this time, we had a 750 cc Honda and, as you can guess, that
wasn’t going to make it as a two-passenger vehicle. So what to get? A Harley or a Gold Wing – hands down a
Gold Wing. In the trunk of the Gold Wing, Roger found a copy of Wing World and thought we should join.
We had no more than sent in our membership when Betty Mac from Chapter U starting hounding us to come
to a meeting. We walked into the meeting and they had their eyes set on us – “new blood.”
That was the beginning of our career with GWRRA. Even though I had no intentions of becoming the Chapter
Director, Bill Spoon had other ideas. He volunteered the Chapter to host the “Ride-In” and then at the end of
the year resigned, all along coaching me to be the new Director. “It’s easy, anyone can do it.” I don’t think he
was giving me all the facts! As you might guess, I was kicking and screaming all the way. As you know, I
consented with one stipulation, my best buddy, Brenda Peterson, had to be my Assistant Director. We had
dragged her and her husband Mark to the meetings with us. So began the “Estrogen Empire” as we have been
called. I would be remiss if I didn’t include the support of my hubby who made it very clear that I was going
to be the Director and he was going to be the Rider Coordinator.
It was now our challenge to host a “successful” Ride-In with a very small number of active members. I truly
believe that hosting the Ride-In was the key to bringing our Chapter back to life. We started planning,
brainstorming, ordering shirts, and before we knew it, we had started to gain momentum. We contacted the
local newspaper and they did a full-page spread on our Chapter and the upcoming “Ride-In.” We were on the
move and it felt good. We became the “Little Chapter that Can and DOES!” By all measures, the “Ride-In”
was a success. What next? Wow, hadn’t we met many other Chapters and their members at the “Ride-In?”
Let’s start visiting them. Again, off to new adventures and bringing our membership with us, knowing that
they would have fun once we got started. Who can say no to Arlene and “Sweet” Brenda?
The key words in growing a Chapter (this is only my opinion) is organization, participation, willingness to get
out of your comfort zone, and teamwork, which is what? Membership makes us strong. We need new
members. What’s the old saying? “Build it and they will come.” We started looking around and noticing that
there were many Gold Wings out there. If we saw a Gold Wing just parked, we would put a membership
packet on it. Of course, you have to understand that we live in little ole Chautauqua County not a large city
where that might not be a good idea. Recruitment Day – what a great idea! Hector’s Honda, our local
dealership, was more than willing to supply hot dogs and pop and even displayed one of their new Gold
Wings. We passed out a lot of hot dogs and along with the hot dog went a membership packet.
As we became more familiar with GWRRA, we learned about all this exciting “stuff” like Dash for Cash, (we
have a D4C Coordinator), Chapter of the Year, (we have a CHOY Coordinator) and, oh yes, the PLAQUE. We
now have goals to achieve. Let’s get enough points for Dash for Cash. The saying “nothing ventured, nothing
gained,” turns into an application for Chapter of the Year. Off and running, one more time. With the support

of our membership, we earned Dash for Cash points, we earned third place for Chapter of the Year (a huge
surprise), and we captured the famous plaque, first time since 2002. None of this would have been possible if
we didn’t have the support of our membership.
As a result of teamwork and goal setting, we have been gaining new members. We try to make it a point that
you don’t have to have a Gold Wing to join our Chapter. Our last four new members ride Harleys. It’s so
great to attend one of our meetings and see new faces.
So, the question that every Chapter asks is “How do we get new members?” As everyone knows, this is not an
easy task. Chapter U has gained new members through new ideas and lots of excitement.
I truly believe that keeping the Chapter alive stems from having goals, maintaining excitement, and above all
being “a TEAM.” We have had some wonderful trips on our Gold Wing that we would not have experienced
had we not joined GWRRA.
With the help from ALL of you
I am your Chapter U Director,
Arlene

A little history lesson
Roger’s parents grew up in the Irish section of Syracuse – Tipperary Hill. While he was growing up, he spent
summers with his grandparents. Because of this, he is familiar with the “upside down traffic light,” which by
the way is still in the Irish section (Tipperary Hill) of Syracuse. As the story goes, and I’m sure Roger would
be glad to share this with you, there was a traffic
light in the middle of the Irish Section, which had
the green light on the top. It began when the city
decided there needed to be a traffic light at an
intersection at Tipperary Hill. It was the
standard traffic light with the red on the top.
However, the Irishmen in that section thought
the green should be on top and would smash the
traffic light. Each time the city replaced the
traffic light with the standard traffic light, the
Irish would smash it. Finally, one of the city
officials contacted the “head Irishman” of the
section and asked what the story was. He
promptly said, this is the Irish section of the city
and the green light needs to be on top and needs
to stay on top. Until this day, if you drive through
the Irish section, that traffic light is still there
with the green light on the top. I believe this is
the only one in the US. There is also a nice little park there with a plaque that tells the story. When we went
to the Bi-state that was in Syracuse, we took Mark and Brenda there. I guess the jist of this story is don’t mess
with the traditions of the Irish.

Chapter U Couple of the Year
Les and I are honored to be Chapter
Couple of the Year.
I have always loved and owned horses
and when we met, I had a couple. We
would go with a group on trailrides. Les
had previously owned a 73 Honda 350,
and a 74 Sportster. He wanted to be able
to take me with him, so he bought a 78
Black Goldwing 1000. We rode it
together. We then purchased an 85
Interstate which was really nice. We got
out of it for a while, and he felt the urge
again. He bought a 97 Sportster. We
were a little big for the two of us to ride, so he traded it for a 95
Honda 1500 Goldwing. It was white and we had it pinstriped. We
then bought a matching trailer. We traveled a lot of miles with it.
Then came the big 1800, and he sold his 95 and ordered a new 06
Goldwing. We had it triked in 2011, and I feel we are much safer on
the trike. By the way, I still have my horses.
Les and I are Charter Members to Chapter U, and he has served as
an Assistant Director, and I have been Sunshine Lady, as well as
Treasurer for quite a few years. We have met a lot of fantastic people
throughout the years, and traveled with them on many trips.
Cindy Woodin

From the Handlebars
Roger Connelly - 716-499-6765
Ride Co-ordinator

Mystery weekend 2016 part 1
It is Friday June 24, 2016; I am straddling the seat of my 1999
Goldwing SE. I have a firm hold on my handlebars with my right
thumb is placed over the start button and my mind is thinking that
with the push of this button I am not just starting the motorcycle
but I am starting what I hope will be a great adventure that has been
months in the making. I check and the choke lever is in the full
choke position and my left thumb already having done its job in
preparation of the starting of the engine is now engaged with the
underside of the left handle grip. Looking out the open garage door
at what looks like a nice day I push the button, I hear the starter
motor engage the engine and start to make the crankshaft turn.
Pistons are now moving up and down in their cylinders and valves are opening and closing trying to control
the flow of gas and air mixture the carburetors have mixed up for the sparkplugs to ignite. Almost
immediately the engine fires to life and there is no more need for the starter motor to turn the crankshaft as
the six pistons are now pushing the crankshaft and the burning exhaust is heating up the pipes running under
the saddle bags on each side of the rear wheel on this two wheeled machine. My right thumb now having
released the starter button has taken it place cradling the underside of the right hand grip.
I pull the clutch and engage the transmission and I pull the motorcycle outside to let it warmup. Putting
the machine back into neutral and putting the side stand down I settle the bike onto it and dismount. I walk
around it again looking at everything on it, making sure everything is in its place and looking normal. My
mind is racing with anticipation of the future trip that we were going to embark upon as soon as the other
riders showed up and my wife emerges from the house still wondering where we were headed. As I continue
the walk around the motorcycle, my nostrils start to pick up the smell of the exhaust coming from the pipes.
The engine is smoothing out as it is warming up, and all the lights are working and the headlights are beaming
ready to light the way on our impending adventure. The motorcycle is telling me “I am ready to go, get on and
quit wasting time”.
Let me take a step back and start at the beginning. Early last fall as we were driving down to our friends
in Richmond, Virginia as we have done about twenty times before I decided that next summer would be the
year we will stop in Berkley Springs, West Virginia. Arlene and I have passed through this town twice a year
and we always say we need to stop here and check this place out, we never do. With the decision made when
we got home, the trip planning started. First thing I had to decide was “am I going to tell her or make this a
surprise”? It will be a surprise. Next, we are going to do this on the weekend of June 25th, this is our
anniversary. Now how am I going to plan this while not letting Arlene find out and still open this up for our
whole Chapter. It was not easy but I did pull it off.
So now, the other riders have arrived and after a moment of greetings, I mounted the Motorcycle and
pull it to an upright position. With my foot I reach the side stand and move it into the driving position, and
nod my head to my wife to board the motorcycle. I feel her step on to the footboards and settle into the seat. I
start looking into the mirrors watching her armrests. When she pulls them in, I know she is ready to go. A
quick check of the intercom system, quick glance at the directions, and I again engaged the clutch. With a

twist of the wrist, the release of the clutch, we are on our way and there is no turning back. We are now
heading on a ride that will take us through four states and God knows what else. We are going to travel about
270 miles on roads that most of them I have never seen before, I am now filled with a worried excitement.
You would think after going through Berkley Springs as many times as I have a trip to there would be
easy. Well, it’s not, I had come up with a route nowhere near the route we normally travel as Arlene still does
not know where we are going and I do not want her to figure it out. At this point, none of the girls knew where
we are going or what we are doing when we get there. Do you know the kind of trouble you get into when you
will not tell them where they will be going or what they are doing, it is not pretty. Enough about the
preparations and let us get to the ride.
It is a good morning, a long sleeve shirt and a light jacket is all that is required to keep us warm. It is
mostly cloudy, but the weather channel says as we go south we will get more sunshine. After about the first
hour we stop for breakfast just outside of Youngsville. We have stopped at this diner before but this time they
did not wakeup that morning and breakfast took forever. The food was good but now I felt we were already
behind schedule. We all mounted up and we were going down the road putting miles behind us. Right now,
the leading is easy as the roads we are on I am familiar with even though these are not the roads we would
normally be on going to Berkley Springs. We are getting into more sunshine and the whole trip is progressing
well. The motorcycle is feeling good as we run the roads of Pennsylvania. We are now about a third of the way
and we are starting on the unfamiliar roads. Again, the mixed feelings are starting to creep into my mind. I
love looking at new roads with new scenery. I also have to pay more attention to road signs to keep us on
course. The roads are in good shape and the bike is just loving
the ride. The flat 1500 cc six-cylinder engine is hitting on every
cylinder every time. Pulling on the twist grip as we leave the
corners you can feel the power is strong and pulling hard on the
rear tire. As the torque comes on you can feel the front end get
light and the rear tire squats down and gets to the business of
pushing the bike forward.
We are now well into the trip and things are going very
smooth. All the bikes are running good and the countryside is
beautiful. As we get closer to the Maryland border the roads are
becoming more like back country roads. The road surface is still
good as they become narrower and they take on a more roller
coaster effect. The fun is beginning. A fuel stop at a middle of nowhere country store gave us time for a snack
type of lunch. As we pack the snacks away, I check the weather and it shows we will hit some rain for a brief
time before we get to Berkley Springs. We get the tires turning again and we are having a ball. The roads are
now more to the liking of a sport bike. Trying to run 900-pound Goldwing like a sport bike is not an easy task,
I still have fun trying. We are now closing in on the Maryland line and the clouds are gathering in the sky.
Let the rain begin. The clouds opened up and we are now getting dumped on. Our pace is now falling off
and I am looking for cover. I spot a little country church with a nice cover for the drop off area of the front
door. We all fit under that and we remove helmets and ready ourselves to wait it out. It does not look like a big
storm so we stand around to let it rain itself out.

Soon our tach needles are waving again and we hit Maryland and turn our main direction of travel to the
East. It is not too long and I find myself asking myself “where the hell are we”. I always hate that. I do not
have a GPS on my motorcycle. My instructions are written on 3 x 5 cards and just say turn right onto this
route and L on that route. Therefore, when I’m off track I have to
decide do I stop and look at the map or drive around hoping to find
something that sounds good, remember I am in an area that I have
never been in before. I picked the later, I said I will head east and I
will hit route 40 or interstate 70 sooner or later. Anyway, we are on a
nice highway going through these little towns and the sun is coming
out again. Our timing was perfect as we entered this one town it
became very evident that they were going to have a parade. People
had lined the street with chairs and were settling in for the festivities.
So we pretended that they were lined for us and we were the start of
their parade and proceeded to wave to all the people, and they with
their southern hospitality tradition, all waved back to us. We really enjoyed it. It was a beautiful town, very
old, and deeply embedded in southern style. The main street we traveled down was lined with the old block
cut stone buildings or brick. These people must have had some real pride in their town as it was very clean
and the old buildings were in very good shape.
We did not need to wander too much farther and low and behold, we came to route 40, I knew where we
were. Having dodged a bullet on that off track adventure and now realizing that we were close to our final
destination for the day a new feeling of relief was coming over me and my brain was calming down. Our path
of travel soon intersected route 522 and we turned south. As I poured coal to the engine and straightened up
the motorcycle there was a sign “Berkley Springs 5”. I hoped she would not see it but soon the silence of the
intercom was broken with my wife asking me “is that where we are going”. I replied “yes”. That is not bad, 270
miles and she never knew until the last five of them. I was pretty happy with myself cause she still didn’t know
what was in store for her for the rest of the weekend.
We cruised into town as dusk was settling in, getting ready for the night to take over. Streetlights were
not on yet but it would not be much longer. The town looked just how I
remembered it. Looking much as if an old southern town would look many stone
and brick buildings in the center of town area. Wrought Iron railings and fences
lined many of the lots. A large majestic building that served as the town Hall sat
on one side of the street while the village park adorned the other side of the street.
The park was outlined with a chest high wrought iron railing guarding a
nicely mowed lawn with just the right amount of large old trees offering shade on
a hot summer day. Through the middle of the park is a small stream that has a
bed about two feet deep. The bed is lined on both sides with old stonewalls that
were in great shape but have seen many seasons changing. The water was crystal
clear and running only about two inches deep. We would later find out that the
water was coming out of the ground through several springs at the base of a
mountain that stood on the back border of the park. On the right side of park
there was a small side street lined with small shops on the side opposite the park.
Left side of the park was our final destination for the day.
The Country Inn of Berkley Springs protected the left side of the park. This is a beautiful old style
Country Inn. A small creek passes in front of the Inn right next to the street. A small bridge over this creek at
each end of the Inn carries the visitors on the horseshoe driveway that guides you to the front door. The inn is
a very large two story brick building with a set back porch that runs most of it’s width. The roof over the porch
is held up by white majestic pillars that stand the complete two stories. Walking through the double wooden
doors, you enter the first floor reception area that was everything you would expect, hard wood floors, high

ceilings, large wooden staircase to the second floor, plaster walls with wallpaper covering them, and high
wood moldings. Slightly to the right of the stairs was a front desk with a young southern belle with wonderful
southern accent, it does not get any better than that. With our room keys in hand, actual keys not cards, we
went to our rooms. Rooms in the original Inn were the old style of the rest of the building. The dressers and
furniture were real wood, no particleboard. The bed was high and had real headboards and footboards. Light
fixtures were brass, and the rooms were nicely accessorized to keep with the ages. After a quick freshening
up, we walked the town for food.
As we walked the town looking for food we managed to stay just ahead of the guy rolling up the
sidewalks. Down one side street, we saw lights that lead us to an excellent Mexican restaurant. It was really
good or we were really hungry, or maybe both. Anyway, after nourishment intake we headed back to the
rooms to get some sleep and ready ourselves for the next day of mystery. More next month.

New Shirts available to order.
The sweatshirts are unisex. $26.
Brenda is wearing a small. They are
80% cotton, 20% polyester.
The polo that Mark is wearing is an
XL. The polos seem to be fitting
true to size and are 65% polyester,
35% cotton. $25.
There is an additional cost to have
your name embroidered on either
the sweatshirt or polo.

The Gold Book and You
With this month’s, Wing World, you should be if not already receiving your copy of the
Gold Book. For those of you who are new members and as a refresher to long time members I
would like to point out some of the educational tips located in this publication. So, let’s start
with section one. Here you will find the list of all the membership with phone numbers of
people who will help you in your travels. What do you need? Motel recommendation,
restaurants, repair shops, medical treatment to mention a few. And don’t be surprised if you
are invited to a chapter gathering. By all means attend, make new friends and be sure to invite
them to stop and visit when they are in your neck of the woods.
Now for section two. Here you will find the new N-17 (Motorcycle inspection sheet). This
is the new replacement for the T-CLOCK, however you can use either one, after all it’s all about
safety. Packing for a trip, tips on what to take and what not to take. Group riding hand signals,
should you ever need to trailer your bike, here is the best way to tie it down on page 12. Do you
know how to pick up your bike if it falls over? The answer is on page 16 & 17.
Even though it is very rare, sometimes a Wing will break down. God help me, where is the
nearest Honda dealer? Just look in your Gold Book in section three. My hope is that I have
aroused your curiosity and you will all take a closer look at your Gold Book and just maybe
learn something new that will help you enjoy the ride.

All the gear all the time.

Ride Safe
Cliff & Nancy

Please have articles for newsletters in by the 20th of the month…Thanks Maleia

What year is it?
~ Steve Irwin, known as the Crocodile Hunter, dies by a stingray barb
during a diving expedition.
~ Pluto is downgraded from a planet to a dwarf planet.
~ Barry Bonds of the San Francisco Giants passes Babe Ruth for career
home runs, hitting number 715.
~ Twelve coal miners die in the Sago Mine Disaster in West Virginia.
~ Google purchases YouTube.
Answer: Page 12

Who Am I?
~ Born in 1959 to an estate agent & a ballet dancer.
~ A trouble maker in prep schools & a college dropout.
~ During the '80s, two of his own music producton companies closed before he was hired by
BMG as a consultant.
~ He founded Syco Entertainment in 2002 and has earned over $500 million.
~ Often appears as a 'bad guy' on television, but in the last decade has been a lead patron of the
Association of Children's Hospices.
~ Named one of the 100 most influential people in Time magazine.
Answer Page 12

March Birthdays
Marsha Gaworecki 3/22, Maleia Fetters 3/22, Cliff Schaal 3/26

Terrific Trivia
~
~
~
~

In which city did Romeo & Juliet live?
Who was the 1st American in space?
What is the most fractured human bone?
At what temperature are Celsius & Fahrenheit equal?
Answer Page 12

GWRRA Memberships
Please remember to renew when the time comes!!!

Is Your Body Dehydrated?
Here are a few signs that you need to drink more water:
+ Headache and/or lack of concentration. Dehydration reduces the flow
of oxygen & blood to the brain, which affects your decision making,
memory, and mood.
+ Fatigue or sleepiness. Dehydration causes low blood pressure &
inadequate oxygen supply throughout the body, which forces your
body to work harder to circulate blood, and cause you to feel tired
faster than usual.
+ Joint pain. If your cartilage lacks moisture, your bones are more likely to grind against each
other, causing joint pain.
+ Digestive problems. Water not only lubricates the digestive system and prevents
constipation, but can also relieve heartburn and indigestion.
+ Chapped lips and/or dry skin. Instead of relying on lotions and lip balms to moisturize,
hydrate from the inside out by drinking plenty of water.

Double Chocolate Banana Muffins
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
1/4 cup baking cocoa
1 tsp. baking soda
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. baking powder

1 1/3 cups mashed ripe bananas
(about 3 medium)
1/3 cup canola oil
1 large egg
1 cup (6 oz.) miniature
semisweet chocolate chips

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Whisk together the 1st six ingredients. In a separate bowl, whisk
bananas, oil and egg until blended. Add to flour mixture; stir just until moistened. Fold in chocolate
chips.
2. Fill greased or paper-lined muffin cups three-fourths full. Bake until a toothpick inserted in
center comes out clean, 20-25 minutes. Cool 5 minutes before removing from pan to a wire rack.
Serve warm.
Optional streusel topping: Combine 1/2 cup sugar, 1/3 cup all-purpose flour and 1/2 tsp. ground
cinnamon; cut in 1/4 cup cold butter until crumbly. Before baking, sprinkle over filled muffin cups;
bake as directed.
Makes 12-18 muffins. Yummmmmmmmy!

Answers: What Year? 2006
What City? 1) Verona, Italy 2) Alan Shepherd

Who Am I?
Simon Cowell
3) Clavicle (collar bone) 4) -40 degrees

SPONSORS

Currently open
Thursday - Saturday
5pm - 9pm

FOR

SALE

2003GL/1800 Silver GoldWing Trike
We bought this bike in 2010 at Hamburg Honda. The bike had one owner. The
gentleman who owned it bought it new then was in an automobile accident and could no
longer ride. It was stored in his garage. It had 3,000 miles when we purchased it.
We tried it in 2014. It has a California side car kit with running boards. The work was
done through Forest Park Honda in Erie, they are factory authorized and were trained by
C.S.C. in California. The bike has 23,476 miles and has been well taken care of. I am asking
$23,000. Call 716-672-4147 ask for Dianne.

Americade 2017
Lake George, New York
(Tuesday) June 6th - (Saturday) June 10th
Accommodations: Turf & Spa Motel

Saratoga Springs, NY

1-800-972-1229

Room Rates between $80-$100 per night
Itinerary and activities will depend on group consensus

Depart on Tuesday, Kwik-Fill at 8:00 AM.
Arrive in Saratoga around 5 to 6 pm depending on stops

Wed-Fri. Spend money at the expo (if you can’t find it there it doesn’t exist) and do some
scenic riding

Saturday depart early and head for home
Questions????? Call Cliff at 397-9212

Note: The weather in Lake George can go from winter cold
to desert heat to pouring rain all in the same day so be prepared.

Rally Shirts (Quality embroidered Dri-Tek short sleeve polo shirts. Shirt order MUST be received by Aug 6, 2017):
Number of Mens Shirts

_____ Small _____ Medium _____ Large
_____ 2XL

_____ XL
_____ 3XL

@ $25 each
@ $28 each

$_______
$_______

Number of Ladies Shirts

_____ Small _____ Medium _____ Large
_____ 2XL

_____ XL
_____ 3XL

@ $25 each
@ $28 each

$_______
$_______

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

$__________

Cancellation in writing will be accepted if postmarked by August 21, 2017 and is subject to a $10.00 handling fee.
No other method of cancellation will be accepted
All information subject to change
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Make checks payable to:

GWRRA New York District
Please Mail This Form and Check To:
Eileen Guile
7 Mountain View Terrace
Ballston Lake, NY 12019

# ________ Date Rec’d____________
Amount: $ _____________________
Email confirmation sent: __________

